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The Higgs Boson Discovery

4th July 2012

Discovered Higgs-like Boson: Clear mass peak in γγγγγγγγ and ZZ*����4l

Is this the SM one ? From searches to measurements

3November/14/2012November/14/2012November/14/2012November/14/2012 F.Cerutti F.Cerutti F.Cerutti F.Cerutti ---- Higgs FactoryHiggs FactoryHiggs FactoryHiggs Factory
3333
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2013 -- now entering era of precision tests
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naive views...
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THE STANDARD MODEL  CONSTRUCTION
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With the Higgs Boson, the Standard Model is a 

complete

coherent

and

predictive

theory of particles and their interactions

Are we done? 

We are certain that exist other particles and/or 

phenomena
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Dark matter

Were is antimatter gone? 

We cannot explain:

Standard Model particles

constitute only 5% of the 

energy in the Universe

What makes neutrino masses?
Not a unique solution in the SM --

Dirac masses (why so small?) 

Majorana masses (why not Dirac?)

Both (the preferred scenarios, see-saw...) 

���� heavy right handed neutrinos?
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SOME SAY WE CAN EXTRAPOLATE TO PLANCK SCALE...   

AB: too good to be true... I will believe it when I see it!

F. Zwirner, Moriond 2013 Summary
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And some say there MUST be new physics at TeV scale

AB: or is it just that the SM scalar self energy can’t make sense perturbatively? 
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AB: is’nt THIS a hierarchy problem? 

1012-14 
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«There MUST be new physics at TeV scale» 

«We can extrapolate to the Planck scale» 

are mutually exclusive.

There is one way to find out: go look!

and
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a 125 GeV SM scalar is

-- narrow

ΓΓΓΓH = (4.2 MeV)

-- decays into bb (57%)

-- and many other things!

What would we learn

from these measurements
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How precise do we need to be? Some guidance from theorists:

New physics affects the Higgs couplings

SUSY                                                                     , for tanβ = 5 

Composite Higgs 

Top partners  

Other models may give up to 5% deviations with respect to the Standard Model

Sensitivity to “TeV” new physics needs per-cent to sub-per-

cent accuracy on couplings for 5 sigma discovery.

LHC discovery/(or not) at 13 TeV will be crucial to understand the 

strategy for future collider projects

R.S. Gupta, H. Rzehak, J.D. Wells, “How well do we need to measure Higgs boson couplings?”, arXiv:1206.3560 (2012)
H. Baer et al., “Physics at the International Linear Collider”, in preparation, http://lcsim.org/papers/DBDPhysics.pdf
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snowmass EF summary (Brock)
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What now?  

Question 1: is the H(126) The Higgs boson?
-- do we know well enough from LHC?

-- how precisely do we need to know before we are convinced? 

Question 2: is the SM closed? or is there something else in sight? 
-- known unknown facts need answer: 

neutrino masses, (Dirac, and/or Majorana, sterile and right handed, CPV, MH..) 

non baryonic dark matter,  

Accelerated expansion of the Universe

Matter-antimatter Asymmetry 

-- can the Higgs be used as search tool for new physics that answer these questions?

-- precision measurements sensitive to the existence of new particles through loops? 

-- prepare highest possible reach

-- how precisely do we need to know before we are convinced? 

Question 3: which Higgs factories ?

-- HL-LHC

-- (V)HE-LHC

-- mu+mu-

-- gamma-gamma 

-- e+e- : linear (ILC or CLIC?) or circular (TLEP) 



HF2012 summary  Physics-- Alain Blondel  16-11-2012 Fermilab 

The LHC is a Higgs Factory !
1M Higgs already produced – more than most other Higgs factory projects.
15 Higgs bosons / minute – and more to come (gain factor 3 going to 13 TeV)

Difficulties: several production mechanisms to disentangle and 
significant systematics in the production cross-sections σσσσprod .  
Challenge will be to reduce systematics by measuring related processes. 

σσσσi����f 
observed ∝∝∝∝ σσσσprod (gHi )2(gHf)2      extract couplings to anything you can see or produce from

ΓΓΓΓH if i=f  as in WZ with H���� ZZ ���� absoulte normalization
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b
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HF2012 summary  Physics-- Alain Blondel  16-11-2012 Fermilab 

S. Henderson, HF2012
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PSB PS (0.6 km)

SPS (6.9 km)

LHC (26.7 km)

HL-LHC  

HE-LHC?

(33 TeV c.m.)

TLEP (80-100 km,

e+e-, up to

~350 GeV c.m.)

VHE-LHC 

(pp, up to 

100 TeV c.m.)

possible long-term strategy

& e± (120 GeV)–p (7, 16 & 50 TeV) collisions ([(V)HE-]TLHeC) 

≥50 years of e+e-, pp, ep/A physics at highest energies

“same” detectors!?

LEP



HF2012 summary  Physics-- Alain Blondel  16-11-2012 Fermilab 

CERN «FCCs» 
Future Circular Colliders
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What are the possibilities offered by a circular e+e- machine located

in the 80-100 km tunnel that will eventually contain also

a 100 TeV pp collider? 

-- very powerful machine as you will see

++ offers a feasible multi-step long-term strategy :

-1- the tunnel and TLEP

-2- 100 TeV pp collider with 16 T magnets

-3- e-p, e-ion, p-ion, ion-ion etc… 

in 2035 the LEP/LHC tunnel will have been used for 46 years… 

the TLEP/VHE-LHC tunnel would be used for > 50 years!
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How can one increase over LEP2 (average) luminosity by a factor 500 
without exploding the power bill?

Answer is in the B-factory design: a very low vertical emittance ring with
higher intrinsic luminosity and a small value of ββββy* 

electrons and positrons have a much higher chance of interacting
���� much shorter lifetime (few minutes) 

���� feed beam continuously with a ancillary accelerator

Storage ring has separate beam pipes for e+ and e- for multibunch operation



HF2012 summary  Physics-- Alain Blondel  16-11-2012 Fermilab 
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Important properties of circular e+e- machines: 

-- luminosity

-- center-of-mass definition

-- beam polarization and energy calibration

-- IP backgrounds, repetition rate etc… 
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• Luminosity : Crossing point between circular and linear colliders ~ 400 GeV

As pointed out by H. Shopper in ‘The Lord of the Rings’     (Thanks to Superconducting  RF…) 

• Circular colliders can have several IP’s . Sum scales as ~(NIP)0.5 – 1  

use 4 IP machine as more reliable predictions using LEP experience  

TLEP : Instantaneous lumi at each IP (for 4 IP’s)

Instantaneous lumi summed over 4 IP’sZ, 2.1036

WW, 6.1035

HZ, 2.1035

tt , 5.1034

Performance of e+ e- colliders 
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http://arxiv.org/abs/1305.6498. 

CONSISTENT SET OF PARAMETERS FOR TLEP 

TAKING INTO ACCOUNT BEAMSTRAHLUNG 
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TLEP: PARAMETERS & STATISTICS
(e+e- -> ZH, e+e- → W+W-, e+e- → Z,[e+e-→ t�̅� )

TLEP-4 IP, per IP statistics

circumference 80 km

max beam energy 175 GeV

no. of IPs 4 

Luminosity/IP at 350 GeV c.m. 1.3x1034 cm-2s-1 106tt pairs

Luminosity/IP at 240 GeV c.m. 4.8x1034 cm-2s-1 2 106 ZH evts

Luminosity/IP at 160 GeV c.m. 1.6x1035 cm-2s-1 108 WW pairs

Luminosity/IP at 90 GeV c.m. 5.6 1035 cm-2s-1 1012 Z decays

at the  Z pole repeat the LEP physics programme in a few minutes…

10   ILC

40   ILC

100   ILC

1000  ILC
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Beamstrahlung @TLEP is benign: particles are either lost or 

recycled on a synchrotron oscillation 

���� some increase of energy spread 

but no change of average energy

Little EM background in the experiment. 

Luminosity E spectrum Effect on top threshold

����

BEAMSTRAHLUNG
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Beam polarization and E-calibration @ TLEP

Precise meast of Ebeam by resonant depolarization

~100 keV each time the meast is made

At LEP transverse polarization was achieved routinely at Z peak.

instrumental in 10-3 measurement of the Z width in 1993 

led to prediction of top quark mass (179+- 20 GeV) in March 1994

Polarization in collisions was observed (40% at BBTS = 0.04)

At LEP beam energy spread destroyed polarization above 60 GeV

σE ∝ E2/√ρ � At TLEP transverse polarization up to at least 80 GeV

to go to higher energies requires spin rotators and siberian snake

TLEP: use ‘single’ bunches to measure the beam energy continuously

no interpolation errors due to tides, ground motion or trains etc…

<< 100 keV beam energy calibration around Z peak and W pair threshold. 

∆∆∆∆mZ ~0.1 MeV, ∆Γ∆Γ∆Γ∆ΓZ ~0.1 MeV, ∆∆∆∆mW ~ 0.5 MeV
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PAC 1995

This was only tried 3 times!
Best result: P = 40%  , ξξξξ*

y= 0.04  , one IP
Assuming 4 IP and ξξξξ*

y= 0.01 ����

reduce luminositiy somewhat, 1011 Z @ P=40%
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First look at cost ���� As a self-standing project: 

order of magnitude ~ LHC

As add-on to VHE-LHC project: 

O(2-3) BCHF    

First look at power consumption

from 100MW SR power, 

present state of the art: 

Much to gain in improving plug-to-beam

efficiency!

���� dedicated R&D on high power RF

of general interest
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Light Higgs is produced by “higgstrahlung” process close to threshold

Production xsection has a maximum of ~200 fb

TLEP: 2. 1035/cm2/s ���� 400’000 HZ events per year  (2 million Higgses in 5 years)

e+

e-

Z*

Z

H

For a Higgs of 125GeV, a centre of mass energy of 240GeV is sufficient 

���� kinematical constraint near threshold for high precision in mass, width, selection purity 

Z – tagging by missing mass

Higgs Production Mechanism in e+ e- collisions
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e+

e-

Z*

Z

H

Z – tagging

by missing mass

ILC

total rate ∝∝∝∝ gHZZ
2

ZZZ final state ∝∝∝∝ gHZZ
4/ ΓΓΓΓH

���� measure total width ΓΓΓΓH
empty recoil = invisible width

‘funny recoil’ = exotic Higgs decay

easy control below theshold
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Higgs factory performances
Precision on couplings, cross sections, mass, width, Summary of the ICFA 

HF2012 workshop (FNAL, Nov. 2012) arxiv1302:3318  (as available at the time)

Circular Higgs Factory 

precision at few permil level.
Coupling measurements @HL-LHC  

precision 1-4% with 3000 fb-1

LC adds Inv + total

widths at % level
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the

10B$ ILC
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• Same assumptions as for HL-LHC for a sound comparison

– Assume no exotic decay for the SM scalar 

• ILC complements HL-LHC for (gHcc, ΓH , Γinv)  

• TLEP reaches the sub-per-cent precision (>1 TeV BSM Physics)

±1%

J. Ellis et al.Progress on the theoretical side also needed
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Performance Comparison

• Same conclusion when ΓH is a free parameter in the fit 

TLEP : sub-percent precision, adequate for BSM Physics sensitivity beyond 1 TeV

σ HZ ∝ gHZZ
2 ,  and  σ HZ,WW→H × BR(H → XX)∝ gHZZ,HWW

2 gHXX
2 / ΓH

±1%

µµµµ++++µµµµ−−−− ILC350 ILC1000 TLEP240 TLEP350

5% 5% 3% 2% 1%

Expected precision on the total width
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1. Similar precisions to the 250/350 GeV Higgs factory for W,Z,b,g,tau,charm, 

gamma and total width. Invisible width best done at 240-250 GeV.  

2. ttH coupling possible with similar precision as HL-LHC (4%) 

3. Higgs self coupling also very difficult…  precision

~30% at 1 TeV similar to HL-LHC prelim. estimates

10-20% at 3 TeV (CLIC) 

� percent-level precision needs 100 TeV pp machine

���� For the study of H(126) alone, and given the existence of HL-LHC, an e+e-

collider with energy above 350 GeV is not compelling w.r.t. one working in 

the 240 GeV – 350 geV energy range. 

� The stronger motivation for a high energy e+e- collider will exist if new 

particle found (or inferrred) at LHC, for which e+e- collisions would bring

substantial new information

Higgs Physics with e+e− colliders above 350 GeV?
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The Next-to-Next Facility

• TLEP can be upgraded to VHE-LHC

– Re-use the 80-100 km tunnel to reach 80-100 TeV pp collisions

– Need to develop 16-20 T SC magnets

• Needs R&D and time (TLEP won’t delay VHE-LHC)

L. Rossi 

20 T field!M. Mangano

H H

H

HE-LHC VHE-LHC

���� High statistics studies of  ttH

… and, at long last, HHH couplings
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TERA-Z and Oku-W

Precision tests of the 
closure of the Standard Model
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Precision tests of EWSB

45

Z pole ssymmetries, lineshape WW threshold scan

tt threshold scan

TLEP : Repeat the LEP1 physics programme every 15 mn

Transverse polarization up to the WW threshold

� Exquisite beam energy determination (10 keV) 

Longitudinal polarization at the Z pole

� Measure sin2θW to 2.10-6 from ALR

� Statistics, statistics: 1010 tau pairs, 1011 bb pairs, QCD and QED studies etc… 

-
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relations to the well measured

GF mZ ααααQED

∆ρ ∆ρ ∆ρ ∆ρ = α /π  (α /π  (α /π  (α /π  (mtop/mZ)2

- α /4π  α /4π  α /4π  α /4π  log ((((mh/mZ)2

at first order:

εεεε3  3  3  3  = cos2θθθθw α /9π  α /9π  α /9π  α /9π  log ((((mh/mZ)2

δδδδννννb =20/13 α /π  (α /π  (α /π  (α /π  (mtop/mZ)2

complete formulae at 2d order
including strong corrections 
are available in fitting codes

e.g. ZFITTER , GFITTER

Will need to be improved
for TLEP!

EWRCs



Example (from Langacker& Erler PDG 2011)

∆∆∆∆ρ =ε1=α(MZ) . T

εεεε3=4 sin2θW α(MZ) . S

∆∆∆∆ρ today = 0. 0004+0.0003−0.0004

-- is consistent with 0 at 1σ
-- is sensitive to non-conventional Higgs bosons (e.g. in SU(2) triplet with ‘funny v.e.v.s)

-- is sensitive to Isospin violation such as mt ≠ mb  

Present measurement implies

Similarly: 

Most e.g. SUSYmodels
have these symmetries
embedded from the start
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NEUTRINO CONNECTIONS 

The only known BSM physics at the particle physics level is the existence of neutrino masses

-- There is no unique solution for mass terms: Dirac only? Majorana only? Both?

-- if Both, the existence of  (2 or 3)  families of massive right-handed (sterile)  ΝΝΝΝi  ,ΝΝΝΝi  
neutrinos is predicted («see-saw» models) but masses are unknown (eV to 1010GeV)

-- mixing with active neutrinos leads to various observable consequences
-- if very light (eV) , possible effect on neutrino oscillations
-- if mixing in % or permil level, possibly measurable effects on 

-- PMNS matrix unitarity violation and deficit in Z invisible width
-- occurrence of Higgs invisible decays H���� ννννiΝΝΝΝi 

-- violation of unitarity and lepton universality in W or ττττ decays
-- etc etc..  

-+- many more examples
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Words of caution:

1. TLEP will have 5.104 more luminosity than LEP at the Z peak, 5.103 at the 

W pair threshold. 

Predicting achievable accuracies with statistical errors decreasing by 

250 is very difficult. The study is just beginning. 

2. The following table are ‘plausible’ precisions based on my experience

and knowledge of the present limitations, most of which from higher order QED 

corrections  (ex. production of additional lepton pairs etc..). 

Many can have experimental cross-checks and errors may get better.

3. The most serious issue is the luminosity measurement which relies on the 

calculations/modeling of the low angle Bhabha scattering cross-section.  

This dominates the measurement of the hadronic cross section at the Z peak thus

the determination of Nv (test of the unitarity of the PMNS matrix)

4. The following is only a sample of possibilities. With 1012 Z decays, there are 

many, many more powerful studies to perform at TERA-Z 

e.g. flavour physics with 1011 bb, cc , 1010 ττττττττ etc… 
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Measurement of ALR

∆∆∆∆ALR  = 0.000015   with 1011 Z  and 40% polarization in collisions.

∆∆∆∆sin2θW
eff (stat) = O(2.10-6)

∆∆∆∆ALR  = statistics

Verifies polarimeter with experimentally measured cross-section ratios 
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NB without TLEP  the SM line would have a 2.2 MeV width
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At the moment we do not know for sure what is the most sensible scenario

LHC offered 3 possible scenarios:  (could not lose)

Discover that there
is nothing in this
energy range.

���� This would have 
been a great
surprise and a 
great discovery!

Discover SM Higgs Boson 
and that nothing else
is within reach

� Most Standard scenario
great discovery!

Discover many
new effects or 
particles
great discovery!

NO So far we are here Keep looking

in 13/14 TeV data!

Answer in 2018

High precision High energy

But….

BE PREPARED!

Also: understand scaling
of LHC errors with luminosity
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Recommendation from European Strategy (2) 

• High-priority large-scale scientific activities 

– Second-highest priority, recommendation #2

• Excerpt from the CERN Council deliberation document (22-Mar-2013)

Facing the Scalar Sector Brussels, 29-31 May 2013 54

d) To stay at the forefront of particle physics, Europe needs to be in a position to propose an

ambitious post-LHC accelerator project at CERN by the time of the next Strategy update, when

physics results from the LHC running at 14 TeV will be available.

CERN should undertake design studies for accelerator projects in a global context, with emphasis on

proton-proton and electron-positron high-energy frontier machines. These design studies should be

coupled to a vigorous accelerator R&D programme, including high-field magnets and high-gradient

accelerating structures, in collaboration with national institutes, laboratories and universities

worldwide.

The two most promising lines of development towards the new high energy frontier after the LHC are proton-proton

and electron-positron colliders. Focused design studies are required in both fields, together with vigorous accelerator 

R&D supported by adequate resources and driven by collaborations involving CERN and national institutes, 

universities and laboratories worldwide. The Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) is an electron-positron

machine based on a novel two-beam acceleration technique, which could, in stages, reach a centre-of-mass energy up 

to 3 TeV. A Conceptual Design Report for CLIC has already been prepared. Possible proton-proton machines of higher 

energy than the LHC include HE-LHC, roughly doubling the centre-of-mass energy in the present tunnel, and VHE-LHC, 

aimed at reaching up to 100 TeV in a new circular 80km tunnel. A large tunnel such as this could also host a circular 

e++++e−−−− machine (TLEP) reaching energies up to 350 GeV with high luminosity.
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CERN MTP   -- June 2013:
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Design Study :  http://tlep.web.cern.ch   

can suscribe for work, informations, newsletter , etc… 

Global collaboration: collaborators from Europe, US, Japan, China  ����

Next events: TLEP workshops     16-18 October, CERN

Joint VHE-LHC+ TLEP  kick-off meeting 12-14  February 2014
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The distribution of the country of origin reflects the youth of the TLEP project 

and the very different levels of awareness in the different countries.

The first 330 subscribers: 

Janot

The audience is remarkably well balanced between Accelerator, Experiment, and 

Phenomenology -- the agreement with the three colour model is too good to be a 

statistical fluctuation!



TLEP design study structure -- ad interim

PhenomenologyExperimentsAccelerator

1. model building

2. Precision EW 

calculations

3. Flavour (b,c, ττττ , νννν) 

physics

4. QCD and γγγγγγγγ physics

5. rare decays & new 

physics

6. Combination + 

complementarity with LHC 

and other machines ; 

global analysis

1. EW physics at Z pole 

2. WW, ZZ, Zγγγγ physics

3. H(126) properties

4. Top quark physics

5. Flavour (b,c, ττττ , νννν) physics

6. QCD and γγγγγγγγ physics

7. rare decays & new physics

8. Experimental environment

9. offline computing

10. Online computing

11. Detector design

1. Optics, low beta, 

alignment and feedbacks

2. Beam beam interaction

3. Magnets

4. RF system

5. Top-up injection

6. Injector system & sources

7. Integration w/(VHE)-LHC

8. MDI, Interaction region

9. Vacuum 

10. Polarization &E-calib.

11. Civil Engineering 

12. Elements of costing

Steering group 

web site, mailing lists, 

speakers board, etc..  

JanotWenninger J.Ellis

Aleksan, Azzi, Blondel, Ellis, Janot, Klute, Koratzinos, Zanetti, Zimmermann
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Conclusions
• Discovery  of H(126)  focuses studies of the next machine

– News ideas emerging for Higgs factories and beyond

• Prospects for the future look very promising

• The HL-LHC is already an impressive Higgs Factory

• A large e+e- storage ring collider seems the best complement to the LHC

– ~Permil precision on Higgs Couplings 

– Unbeatable precision on EW quantities (mZ , ΓΓΓΓZ, mW , ALR , Rb etc, etc…..) 

– Most mature technology

– a considerable challenge for theoretical predictions!

– A first step towards a 100 TeV proton proton collider and a long term vision.

• Results of the  LHC run at 14 TeV will be a necessary and precious input

– Towards an ambitious medium and long term vision 

– In Europe: Decision to be taken by 2018 

-- Design study recommended and being organized

-- Polish scientists can contribute! ☺☺☺☺

Design study is starting -- all hands welcome! http://tlep.web.cern.ch

The numbers

speak for 

themselves!


